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Solucionario: Global Challenges 
 

Hello. Today we are going to talk about global challenges. 

Global challenges are negative. We call them “global” because 

they affect the whole world.  Some examples of global issues are 

war, global warming, starvation and lack of education. Often, if 

there is a war, many people become refugees. Global warming is 

melting the polar-ice. Some animals, like the polar bear, might 

become extinct. Starvation is a big problem, and many people 

have to go to bed hungry everyday, because they do not have 

something to eat. In some countries girls do not get to go to 

school. Children without an education usually end up poor. 

Many of the global challenges are unfair and we need to work 

together to fix them.  

Fill in the gap. Then translate the word.. 

 

1. CHALLENGES 

Translate: 

_desafios_____________ 

2. NEGATIVE 

Translate:__negativo_____ 

3. AFFECT 

Translate: _Afectar 

4. Starvation 

Translate: Hambruna 

5. LACK 

Translate: Falta 

6. EDUCATION 

Translate: educación  

7. REFUGEES 

Translate: refugiados 

8. MELTING 

Translate: Derretimiento 

9. POLAR- ICE 

Translate: Hielo polar 

10. POLAR BEAR 

Translate: Oso Polar 

11. EXTINCT 

Translate: Extinguir 

12. HUNGRY 

Translate: Hambriento 

13. COUNTRIES 

Translate: Países 

14. WITHOUT 

Translate: Sin 

15. END UP 

Translation: Terminan 

16. POOR 

Translation: Pobres 

17. UNFAIR 

Translation: _Injusto_ 

18. FIX 

Translate: Arreglar 

  

 

 

Answer the questions in complete sentences. 

 

1. Why do we call it “global challenges”? 

Because, they are challenges that happen around the world. 

2. What are some examples of global challenges? 

Comentado [g1]: Siempre empezar con la 

explicación del porqué…  

Comentado [g2]: Recordar la estructura aprendida: 

Sujeto + verbo + complemento. 
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Some examples of global challenges are war, global warming, starvation and 

lack of education 

3. What often happens if there is a war? 

If there is a war many people become refugees. 

4. What animal might become extinct because of global warming? 

Polar bears might become extinct because of global warming. 

5. What is starvation? 

It is when people don’t have something to eat. 

It is a big problem 

6. Does everyone around the world go to school? 

No, in some countries girls don’t go to school. 

7. What happens to children that do not go to school? 

Children that do not go to school end up very poor. 

 

 

 

 

Comentado [g3]: Sujeto de la oración, responde a 

la pregunta: ¿De qué estamos hablando?  

Comentado [g4]: Verbo 

Comentado [g5]: Complemento 

Comentado [g6]: “if” si de condición. Aparece en 

la pregunta y lo utilizamos en la respuesta. 

Comentado [g7]: Esto es una respuesta complete. 

La respuesta “polar bears” solo, estaría 

incompleta. 

Comentado [g8]: Respuesta correcta, responde a 

lo que es hambruna. 

Comentado [g9]: Respuesta incorrecta, no define lo 

que es hambruna. 
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Global challenges 
 

Choose the words or phrases to complete the text. 

 

challenges   whole   education     become    hungry   refugees 

                       girls   summer    problem     melting warming  negative 

          poor    unfair 

 

Hello. Today we are going to talk about global _____________. Global 

challenges are ___________. We call them “global” because they affect the 

__________ world.  Some examples of global issues are war, global __________, 

starvation and lack of ____________. Often, if there is a war, many people become 

______________. Global warming is ___________ the polar-ice. Some animals, like the 

polar bear, might _____________ extinct. Starvation is a big ________________, and 

many people have to go to bed ______________ everyday, because they do not 

have something to eat. In some countries _________________do not get to go to 

school. Children without an education usually end up ___________. Many of the 

global challenges are _______________and we need to work together to fix them. 

 

Mixed-up Sentences  

Put the mixed-up sentences into a correct sentence. 

 

1. education / examples / global / warming, / starvation / global / are / and / lack 

/ of / Some / war, / issues / of  

Some examples of global issues are war, global warming, starvation and lack of 

education. 

2. go / some / school / not / do / to / countries / In / get / to / girls  

In some countries girls do not get to go to school. 

3. global / are / work / of / together / need / to / to / and / fix / Many / unfair / 

them / the / challenges / we 

Many of the global challenges are unfair and we need to fix them 

Comentado [g10]: challenges 

Comentado [g11]: negative 

Comentado [g12]: whole 

Comentado [g13]: warming 

Comentado [g14]: education 

Comentado [g15]: refugees 

Comentado [g16]: melting 

Comentado [g17]: become 

Comentado [g18]: problem 

Comentado [g19]: hungry 

Comentado [g20]: girls 

Comentado [g21]: poor 

Comentado [g22]: unfair 


